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Content
This course applies cultural theory perspectives towards consumption, fashion, and branding. The course seminars are based on empirical examples from the field of marketing and especially examples related to textile and fashion markets. In the course, the students are trained in applying culture theory perspectives on empirical examples with relevance to the general theme of the course - consumption and branding in fashion markets. Students will learn through continuous individual reading preparations and text production to analyze and prepare research questions and to develop social scientific and cultural theory based research problems related to the general theme of the course. The course addresses central concepts in sociology and culture theory such as discourses and practices and how these can be related to knowledge about identities, responsibilities and ethics, meaning making and value, and how different power structures are sustained and changed. The course includes practical assignments of writing and discussing these issues through engagement with relevant literature and previous research about branding, consumer culture, and fashion markets. Ideas and practices related to brands in fashion markets are a central focus in the course. Also, issues about businesses’ and consumers’ possibilities and limitations in taking responsibility for social and environmental societal development through their actions on different consumer markets, are important parts of the course.

Learning Outcomes
Upon completion of the course the student will be able to:

Knowledge and understanding
1.1 account for a number of social scientific and cultural theory perspectives represented in the literature with a focus on analyzing brands, consumption and fashion.
1.2 account for arguments of how social scientific and cultural theory perspectives provide a deep understanding of concepts such as responsibility, value(s), meaning making, identity, power and agency, and how these are operationalized in research about consumption and branding.
1.3 describe established arguments for potential application of a cultural theory perspective within the marketing field.

Skills and abilities
2.1 motivate collection of qualitative empirical data for analysis in relationship to a research problem theoretically grounded within selected course literature.
2.2 based on the course literature produce relevant social scientific research questions illustrating a deep understanding of specific phenomena and actors on different fashion markets.
2.3 account for strengths as well as weaknesses in scientific arguments regarding different qualitative methods for empirical data collection and analysis in studies of consumption, fashion and branding from a cultural theory perspective.
3.1 with the support of relevant theories and previous research evaluate potential corporate use of knowledge about brands, market communication and products (goods and services) from a cultural theory perspective, and

3.2 with the support of relevant theories and previous research develop and discuss relevant research questions and problems related to sustainability regarding marketing of goods and services in practice, and

3.3 with the support of relevant theories and previous research, problematize consumers’ and companies’ possibilities and limitations in taking responsibility regarding economic, social, and environmental sustainable development through their actions on fashion markets.

**Forms of Teaching**

Teaching is based on lectures, seminars, and workshops

The language of instruction is English.

**Forms of Examination**

Intended learning outcomes are examined through four individually written take home essays:

**Written essay 1:**
Learning outcomes: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3
Higher education credits: 1
Grades: A-F

**Written essay 2:**
Learning outcomes: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3
Higher education credits: 1
Grades: A-F

**Written essay 3:**
Learning outcomes: 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1, 2.2, 2.3
Higher education credits: 2
Grades: A-F

**Written essay 4:**
Learning outcomes: 2.1, 2.2, 2.3, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3
Higher education credits: 3.5
Grades: A-F

For grade E on the course, E is required on all written assignments. The weighted results of the assignments determine the individual final grade on the course. Students who receive Fx on one or more of the course's assignments, will be, at the end of the course, offered supplement work to reach the grade E.

If the student has received a decision/recommendation regarding special pedagogical support from the University of Borås due to disability or special needs, the examiner has the right to make accommodations when it comes to examination. The examiner must, based on the objectives of the course syllabus, determine whether the examination can be adapted in accordance with the decision/recommendation.

Student rights and obligations at examination are in accordance with guidelines and rules for the University of Borås.

**Literature and Other Teaching Methods**


Additional literature and teaching materials will be provided through the local student platform (max 500 pages)

**Student Influence and Evaluation**
The students' opinions are collected systematically and regularly through written course evaluations once the course is completed.

**Miscellaneous**
The course syllabus in Swedish is the official binding document.